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Turn Your Cryptocurrency Into
Instant Impact with Hope for Haiti!
Hope for Haiti is widely recognized by global philanthropists and third party charity rating agencies
as one of the most effective, transparent, and programmatically-efficient organizations working to
alleviate poverty in Haiti.
Donors now have the opportunity to make an immediate impact in Haiti by contributing Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Litecoin, Gemini Dollars, and other cryptocurrency to support Hope for Haiti’s poverty
alleviating programs through our partnership with The Giving Block.
Donations made today will be directed to support Haitian systems for education, healthcare, access
to clean water, and economic opportunity. Your impact will be achieved and verified within 90 days
from the time of donation. To learn more about our programs, please visit www.hopeforhaiti.com.
To make a cryptocurrency donation, visit http://hopeforhaiti.info/crypto

For an immediate response to any questions, please
contact Hope for Haiti CEO Skyler Badenoch at
Skyler@hopeforhaiti.com or 202-441-6170.

To make a cryptocurrency donation, please visit http://hopeforhaiti.info/crypto
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Your donation of cryptocurrency could make the
following impact within the next three months:
1 BTC provides
access to
healthcare for 500
Haitian children
and adults.

5 ETH provides access
to education and
public health lessons
for 100 Haitian school
children.

10 LTC provides
prenatal vitamins
for 1,000
expecting and
hopeful mothers.

25 ZEC helps nurture
and plant 500 fruit
trees in deforested
communities in rural
Haiti.

50 BCH provides
micro-grants to
100 female
entrepreneurs.

100 GUSD
provides access to
clean water for a
family of five for
up to 10 years.

10,000 XRP
provides medical
supplies and PPE
for 500 Haitian
healthcare workers.

300 BTC will fund
our entire
programmatic
budget for one
year.

For an immediate response to any questions, please contact Hope for Haiti CEO
Skyler Badenoch at Skyler@hopeforhaiti.com or 202-441-6170.
Please note: impact may vary based on the fluctuation in value of cryptocurrency.

To make a cryptocurrency donation, please visit http://hopeforhaiti.info/crypto

